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7SG21 – DDB20
Multi Range Digital Setting Time Delay Relay

Energy Management

7SG21 – DDB20
Digital Time Delay

Induction disc reset emulation
Replacement of induction disc timing elements with solidstate relays can result in a loss of grading & reduced functionality due to the different reset characteristics. For example, the inherent slow reset time of induction disc relays
provide an advantage in sensitive overcurrent schemes
where pecking faults could go undetected due to the timer
being instantaneously reset each time the current momentarily falls below the start setting. The 7SG21 - DDB20 may
be specified with a number of reset functions to avoid this
problem & to suit specific protection applications.

Operation

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four time ranges 0-0.99s, 0-9.9s, 0-99s, 0-990s
High accuracy & repeatability – timing compensated
for output relay delay
Time settings easily selected by digital thumb wheel
switches
Selectable delay operate or delay release
Optional reset functions
Instantaneous (Fast), definite time, count down
4 C/O output contacts
Wide auxiliary supply range with fail alarm contact
Timing in progress LED
Non-volatile trip indication
Multi voltage timer initiate input
Multi voltage flag reset input
Size 2M draw out case

Application
The 7SG21 - DDB20 time delay relay is particularly suitable
for use in protection & control schemes where precision time
delays are required.

A crystal oscillator & embedded micro controller based timing circuit are employed to provide accurate timing & flexible
functionality. When a control signal is applied to the timer
initiate input, a counter begins counting down from the
thumb wheel switch setting. When the zero is detected, the
output relay contacts & flag operate.
Three time ranges are selected via a front panel switch. An
internal configuration switch can be used to select a x10
range multiplier to provide up to 990s of precision time
delay. Two timing modes are available:
Time delay ON mode (Relay starts timing after the initiate
control signal is applied & output contact picks up after the
pre-set time delay has elapsed) or;
Time delay OFF mode (Relay output contact picks up instantaneously when the initiate control signal is applied, starts
timing after the initiate control signal is removed & drops
out after the pre-set time delay has elapsed).
An amber LED on the front panel indicates when the relay
has been initiated & flashes during timing.
The DDB20 timer may be specified with a number of different reset functions to provide instantaneous reset, definite
time reset or induction dist reset emulation. These functions
are specified at time of order.
A switchmode power supply provides a very wide auxiliary
operating range. A relay fail alarm is provided in the form of
a C/O contact which is picked up when the auxiliary supply
rail & CPU watchdog status is healthy.

CB Fail
A typical use is for providing a definite time delay in circuit
breaker failure protection. For example: The transformer
multi-trip relays energize the 7SG21 - DDB20 timer & if the
circuit breaker (CB) fails to clear the fault within the pre-set
(0.6s) the timer times out & operates a multi-trip relay. This
in turn trips all CB’s on the section of the busbar connected
to the CB, which has failed to trip.
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Timing Functions
Timing Function / Initiate Signal input (Status input)
For accurate timing functions the 7SG21 - DDB20 detects
application or removal of an external voltage control signal.
This mode is set using internal configuration switch 2 (Refer
order code details). efer to Table 2 for timing initiate P/U &
D/O times.
Delay Operate Timing Function
This timing mode is selected using internal configuration
switch 3.
The relay is permanently connected to the auxiliary supply & is
initiated by the application of a control signal. Application of
the initiate signal starts the pre set timing cycle. During timing
the front panel initiate LED will flash & then go on solid once
the thumbwheel time setting has elapsed, this sets the output
relay & visual indicator. The initiate LED is extinguished & the
output contacts reset when the initiate signal is removed. After
system reset the visual indicator may be reset locally using the
front anel push button or remotely via the flag reset input.

Removal of the initiate signal during timing will reset the
time delay (Refer timing reset options). After time out the
contacts are reset to the D/O condition upon removal of the
initiate signal. The flag can be reset provided the timer initiate signal is removed.
Delay Release Timing Function
This timing mode is selected using internal configuration
switch 3.
The relay is permanently connected to the auxiliary supply.
Application of the initiate control signal, causes the output
relay to set instantaneously (Rset). It will remain in this state
until the control signal is removed; this starts the timing
cycle & resets the output relay when the preset time delay is
reached.

To achieve a simple but less accurate delay ON function, the
initiate signal may be connected directly to the auxiliary
supply. Timing will then commence when power is applied
to the relay while removal of power will reset the time delay
& output relay. This mode is only suitable for longer time
delay settings as the switch mode power supply takes 100 –
500ms (Depending on Vx), to start which adds to the inherent time delay.
Re-application of the initiate signal during timing will reset
the time delay (Refer timing reset options). After time out
the contacts are reset to the P/U condition. The flag can be
reset at any time, except during timing.
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Timing Reset options
Instantaneous
If reset before the preset time delay is reached the timing
element will reset (D/O) as per Table 2.

Count Down Reset
If reset before the preset time delay is reached, the timer will
count down toward reset. If the timer is re-initiated before
reset is reached the timer will start counting back up towards the time delay pre set.

Definite Time Reset (Treset)
If reset before the preset time delay is reached the delay
timer will pause until the reset time has elapsed before resetting. If the timer is re-initiated before the reset time has
elapsed, the delay timer will restart the timing sequence
from the paused timing point.
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Minimum Output Contact Operate Time

Technical Data
Auxiliary Supply
40-300V DC & 40-275V AC or 20-70V DC switchmode supply.
Burden (110V DC nominal supply)
Less than 2 watts during idle & timing.
Less than 4 watts when output relays are energized.
Relay Fail Alarm
A C/O alarm contact is maintained in the energized state
when all of the following conditions are met:
•
The auxiliary supply is applied
•
The internal 24V DC rail is within acceptable limits
•
The CPU hardware watchdog maintains a pulsing
output
A CPU software watchdog records “suspect” events to an
assert register & if necessary performs a soft restart.
Time Setting ranges

The minimum output contact operate time is equal to the
timer initiate status input delays in Table 2 + 6ms. Time
delay settings ≤ to this figure will result in a relay contact
operate time equal to the minimum.
Timing Accuracy
Maximum timing error as a % of setting + uncertainty in ms.
Initiate input
DC
AC

AC Rejection Filter

ON

N/A

OFF
-0.19% +0.2ms
-0.19% +10ms

Table 3
Configuration Switches

The 7SG21 - DDB20 relay allows for precision time settings
of between zero (Minimum operate time) & 990 seconds.
This is achieved by the use of two decimal thumb wheel
switches & a range multiplication switch on the front panel.
A 10x setting multiplier is activated when configuration
switch 5 is set to OFF to extend mer range 3 up to 990s.
Range Selector
Setting
Range 1
Range 2
Range 3
Range setting x10

Achievable Time Setting
Range
Zero to 0.99 Sec
Zero to 9.9 Sec
Zero to 99 Sec
Zero to 990 Sec

Configuration switches are accessible to the user & can be
set by withdrawing the relay module & following the instructions on the side plate label. A bank of 5 switches are provided as depicted below & are read each time the DDB20 is
powered up: Configuration Switches 2 1 3 4 5

Resolution of
Time Setting
0.01 Sec
0.1 Sec
1 Sec
10 Sec
Table 1

Time Delay setting changes
The time delay & function settings should only be changed
when the timing initiate LED is extinguished. Time delay
settings are read at the beginning of each timing sequence.

Initiate input
DC
AC

Minimum
P/U
D/O
P/U
D/O

AC Rejection Filter
ON
<16ms
<4ms
N/A
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OFF
<4ms
<16ms
<23ms
<33ms
Table 2
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Status Input Operating Voltage (AC rejection filter)
Transient Overvoltage
Between all terminals & earth
Between independent circuits
without damage or flashover

IEC60255-5 Class III
5kV 1.2/50us 0.5J
5kV 1.2/50us 0.5J

18 - 300V DC
Set Configuration Switch to ON
In this mode the universal status input will reject AC signals
that may be induced on the control wiring. Suitable for high
security applications where a DC battery supply is available.

Insulation Coordination
Between all terminals & earth
Between independent circuits
Across normally open contacts

IEC60255-5 Class III
2.0kV RMS for 1 minute
2.0kV RMS for 1 minute
1.0kV RMS for 1 minute

18 - 300V DC & 18 – 275V
Set Configuration Switch to
AC
OFF
In this mode the universal status input is designed to operate on both AC & DC input voltages. Suitable for applications
where an AC auxiliary voltage is available such as transformer or generator control panels.

Auxiliary Supply
Allowable breaks / dips in supply
Collapse to zero from normal
voltage

IEC60255-11
≤20ms

High Frequency Disturbance
2.5kV 1MHz common mode
1.0kV 1MHz differential mode

IEC60255-22-1 Class III
≤ 3% variation

Electrostatic Discharge
6kV contact discharge

IEC60255-22-2 Class III
≤ 5% variation

Radio Frequency Interference
10V/m, 80 TO 1,000MHz

IEC60255-22-3
≤ 5% variation

Fast Transient
4kV/m, 5/50ns, 100KHz repetitive

IEC60255-22-4
≤ 3% variation

Conducted RFI
10V, 0.15 TO 80MHz repetitive

IEC60255-22-6
≤ 5% variation

Temperature Range
Operating
Storage

IEC68-2-1/2
-10 to 55°C
-25 to +75°C

Humidity
40°C & 95% RH non condensing

IEC68-2-78

The operating range of the status inputs are set using internal
configuration switch 1. This setting may be pre defined when
ordering.

Status Input minimum operating current
10mA P/U for 1ms then reducing to1.5mA after 4ms.
While the function of the configuration switches may vary
for special custom models, the standard functions & default
settings are described in the Ordering Information section.
Front Panel Indicators
Four LED indicators are provided on the front panel:
Power
Timing
Trip
Range x10

On solid when auxiliary supply
healthy
Flashing during timing
On solid when output relay operated
On when the x10 time range selected

Green
Amber
Red
Green

The trip LED status is stored in non volatile memory & will be
restored when the 7SG21 - DDB20 is powered up after loss
of the auxiliary supply. The preserved trip LED state is reset
using the front panel flag reset button or status input.
A hand & remote reset magnetic disc flag (permanent
memory) indicator may be specified as an option. Note that
an auxiliary supply is required to reset the flag circuits.
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Wiring Diagram
Output Relay Contact Configuration
4 C/O contacts
Output Contact dwell time
Once operated all tme delayed output contacts have a minimum dwell time of 100ms
Output contact ratings
IEC60255-0-2
Carry continuously
5A AC or DC
Make & carry
0.5s 20A AC or DC
L/R ≤40ms & V ≤300V AC resistive
1,250VA
AC inductive
250VA @PF ≤ 0.4
Dc resistive
75W
DC inductive
30W @ L/R ≤ 40ms
50W @ L/R ≤ 10ms
6
Minimum numbers of operations
10 at maximum load
Minimum recommended load
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0.5W limit 10mA/ 5V
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Case Dimensions
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Ordering Information – 7SG21 - DDB20
Product description

Variants

DDB20

Order No
7 S G 2 1 1 1 - 0
▲ ▲

Multi range digital time delay relay.
Relay type
Line differential
Timing Range
0 th 0.99s, 0 to 9.9s, 0 to 99s and 0 to 990s
Auxiliary supply
AC/DC 20-70V
AC 40-275V and DC 40-300V
Timing reset function
Instantaneous reset
Definite time reset
Count down reset
Trip flag
Red LED non volatile indication (standard)
Magnetic disc trip flag
Contact type
4 C/O
Housing size
Housing size E2 (4U high)
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